Buttplate, Sharps style, checkered ............... #BP-Shot-C-I
Shotgun style buttplate, checkered edge to edge, very similar to a Sharps rifle buttplate, except a tiny bit larger.
The cast-in checkering helps aid your steady aim. Nearly flat, for comfort during recoil.
#BP-Shot-C-I buttplate, wax cast steel only $21.99

Buttplate, English, checkered steel ........... #BP-Shot-C-2-I
This checkered steel buttplate is a classic design found on shotguns, and early cartridge rifles. This fine line checkering is surrounded by a raised panel. Predrilled for two oval head buttplate screws, sold separately.
#BP-Shot-C-2-I buttplate, wax cast steel only $21.99

Buttplate, English, checkered steel ...... #BP-Eng-C-B or I
Late English target rifle style buttplate, checkered edge to edge, with a top tang at comb. Nearly flat, to spread recoil and provide comfort with light rifles and heavy loads.
#BP-Eng-C-B buttplate, wax cast brass only $34.99
#BP-Eng-C-I buttplate, wax cast steel only $21.99
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